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If we remember that the cause of the damming up of the
libido was the failure of the conscious attitude, we can under-
stand what valuable seeds lie in the unconscious contents
activated through the regression, since these contain the
elements of that other function which was excluded by the
conscious attitude and which might complement in an effective
way or even replace the inadequate conscious function. If
thinking fails as the adapted function, because one is dealing
with a situation in which feeling is primarily required, the
unconscious material activated by regression will contain
the missing feeling function, although still in embryonic
form, that is to say, archaic and undeveloped. Similarly,
in the opposite type, regression would activate in the
unconscious a thinking function that would compensate
the inadequate conscious feeling.
Because the regression activates an unconscious factor,
it confronts consciousness with the problem of the soul as
opposed to the problem of external adaptation. It is natural
that the conscious should rise in revolt against taking up
the regressive contents; yet it is none the less eventually
forced, by the impossibility of further progress, into sub-
mitting to the regressive values. In other words, the
regression leads to the necessity of an adaptation to the soul,
the inner world of the psyche.
Just as the adaptation to the environment may fail through
the one-sidedness of the adapted function, so also the adapta-
tion to the inner world may fail through the one-sidedness
of the function concerned with it. If, for example, the
heaping up of the libido resulted from the failure of the
thinking attitude vis4~vis the demands of external adapta-
tion, and if the unconscious feeling function is activated
through regression, there then exists only a ' feeling into'
attitude with respect to the inner world. This may at first
suffice, but after a time it will cease to be adequate, and the
thinking function must likewise be requisitioned, just as
was necessary in the reverse way when the outer world was

